Hydro Power / Hydro Electric: An energy efficient compressed
air-less alternative drilling and cleaning option for underground
mining operations.
BBEnergy, which specializes in overall energy optimisation and management, offers
assistance in evaluating the optimal alternative drilling, cleaning, and associated ancillary
solution for clients that wish to replace compressed air-driven systems.

SIGNIFICANT PRODUCTION INCREASES
The ever increasing cost of generating compressed air mandated the need to source alternatives to
compressed air driven equipment. Recent advances in Hydro/Electric drilling technology now allow
mines to consider various alternatives. Replacing compressed air systems with hydro-electric drilling
solutions will result in marked energy efficiency improvements and where compressed air pressures
are less than 400 kPa, significant production increases.
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• Compressor inefficiency and system losses can
result in >70% energy loss.

The general decrease in compressed air system
pressures which is inherent in large underground
networks, particularly at the extremities of mining
operations, inevitably results in prolonged drilling
times and lost blasts. The advent of alternative drilling
methods can reverse this calamity and enable efficient
production targets.

• Drill efficiency reduces at lower pressure. Adding
more drills to circumvent this phenomenon only
exacerbates the problem.
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CURRENT DRILLING TECHNOLOGY
In South African conventional mines, the traditional drilling method is compressed air driven technology. With
an overall energy efficiency of 2 % the point is reached where replacing these systems with an improved energy
efficiency alternative make business sense.

NEW DRILLING TECHNOLOGY
Technology to replace compressed air as the primary energy source is mature and can be effectively
implemented in mines. The hydro-electrical systems are driven by electrical energy and use water as
a motive fluid and these systems have an increased drill speed compared to existing compressed air
systems, resulting in:
•
•
•

Increased worker safety due to reduced time on the face and reduced exposure in unsupported
working areas
Production improvement due to face drilling completed in a single shift
Reduced chilled water consumption due to shorter drilling times

BBENERGY MANAGES THE COMPLETE PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The decentralisation
the energy source
results in avoiding
the very high network losses associated
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with a surface-based compressor system. The autonomy afforded by the decentralised system allows
all areas to drill at the same rate, which is normally not the case in large reticulation networks due system
losses within the network.

ENGINEERING
Optimised rollout based on
existing mine infrastructure within
inefficient mining areas. Concept
designs and modelling of system
changes. Measurement of services
to confirm improvements.

BUSINESS CASE AND
FUNDING OPTIONS
Develop business case based
on replacement rollout cost,
increased production, recoveries
and electrical savings. Structured
funding models. Project bankability.

IMPLEMENTATION
Project management on
replacement rollout. Manage site
crews and hardware logistics. Daily
reports on baselines vs actuals.

Our Story
Having officially started business on
1 March 2011, BBEnergy has grown to
become highly sought-after specialists
for multiple-industry energy and water
management solutions.

